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From science to operations 

activity

Scientific research

Algorithms 
(scalability/
efficiency)

Scientific validation

“phasing” + sanity check

porting

Meteorological (local) validation

END USERS

New demands



  

Added value

● What does LAM output add with respect to 
global model output?

● Convection-permitting model output is 
intrinsically stochastic.

● Will open data policy force us to more “local” 
national weather services? EPS offers a way to 
optimize this.



  

Added value w.r.t. the global models

● Potential Continously Ranked 
Economic Value (CREV) relative 
to (sample) climatology of 
ECEPS (black full line), 
GLAMEPS (red dashed line), 
GLAMEPS-LAEF (green dotted 
line) and ECEPS-GLAMEPS-LAEF 
(blue dash dotted line) for 
bias corrected T2m and S10m 
(run = 12h, lead time = 42h). Smet, G., P. Termonia  and A. Deckmyn, 2012: Added economic value 

of limited area multi-EPS weather forecasting applications Tellus , A , 
64 , 18901



  

End user enquiry 2012, courtesy J. Rio

● By the middle of May 2012, 9 out of 16 
countries had replied to the end-user 
enquiry. The data received until 22 of 
May 2012 has been reviewed and a 
preliminary analysis is given below.

● To have an overview of the replies, the 
answers of all the countries have been 
added for each item/sector. 

● The information contained in the tables 
are the range, resolution, type of forecast 
and its updating frequency, the variables 
and a final comment. 

● After presenting all the tables, some 
comments are made on the information 
sent by the ALADIN members.

A1. Hydrological models

A2. Transport and dispersion models

A3. Ocean models

B1. Aviation

B2. Renewable energies (wind, solar, 
waves)

B3. Energy management

B4. Public/private companies 
(construction, transports)

B5. Events (e.g. sports, festivals)

B6. Tourism

B7. Media

B8. Agriculture

B9. Civil protection



  

A1. Hydrological models

Country Range Resolutio
n

Forecast Update Variables Comment

Austria 72 h All Det; field 15 min INCA;  
6 h

Precip (type) Verification in catchments 
(classical)

Croatia 72 h > 7km Det; field 12 h

Czech 
Republic

72 h >4 km Det+EPS; 
field

6h Det; 12h 
EPS

Precip 
(rain+snow)

24h precip accumulation in 
catchments

Poland 54 h >7 km Det; 
point+field

12 h

Portugal 72 h >7 km Det; field 12 h

Romani
a

72 h >7 km Det; field 5 h Radiation

Slovenia 72 h >7 km Det+EPS; 
point+field

24 h

Slovakia 72 h <4km Det+EPS; 
field

6h/nowcasting Precip (type), 
level 0°C

SAL

Turkey

x what weight?



  

Comments, courtesy J. Rio, 2012
● Most of the countries have their model output given as an input to the other 

applications. Apart from Turkey, all the countries seem to run hydrological and 
transport/dispersion models, even if it is done by a third party;

● As expected, countries without coast do not run wave/circulation models; this is 
probably one of the biggest difference between members;

● The range of the forecasts is usual 72 hours; the resolution varies between the over 7 
km of ALADIN, the 4-5 km of ALARO and the 2.5 km of AROME;

● Most of the countries provide deterministic forecasts of their LAM. Countries like 
Austria and Slovakia are among the ones that use the most the EPS forecasting 
system;

● The forecasts are provided as fields or point-wise, depending on the type of product; 
some products require a “field view” and others would like even a higher resolution 
(e.g. wind energy);

● The update of the forecasts is usually 12h. However, depending on the products, this 
value can range between 6 hours (e.g. Austria, Czech Republic) and a daily update 
(e.g. Slovenia, Slovakia);

● Most of the variables identified in the forms are the usual ones. Some of the less 
frequent are: PBL height, MOCON, TKE, cloud water and ice, visibility, convection 
index, probability of occurrence of thunderstorms, forest fire index; bio-
meteorological index;



  

Comments cntd.
● From the sample of answers, the verification made at the several institutes can be 

considered to be mainly classical (forecast point vs observation point). Even 
though not explicit, some countries are expected to have implemented some kind of 
fuzzy methods (Poland, Portugal) to address the double-penalty problem inherent 
to the validation of high resolution forecasts;

● CHMI and ZAMG make verification for catchment areas. Austria and Slovakia appear 
to be the only ones to make use of SAL (object-oriented verification method);

● All or most of the countries supply forecasts for the following sectors: aviation, 
renewable energies, energy management, public/private companies (construction, 
transports) and civil protection;

● In the remaining sectors there are apparently some differences: (1) some institutes 
have products for specific clients - public and / or private (e.g. at ZAMG), while (2) 
others supply only general information (e.g. CHMI, Romania), directly from NWP or 
via their weather center (e.g. Portugal, Romania);

● Some examples of decisions taken by clients, based on forecast products, are: (1) 
hydrological warnings based on water level thresholds, (2) concentration of 
pollutants; (3) airport and sea/harbor/port operations, (4) type and amount of energy 
production either for consumption or trading, (5) winter road/rail maintenance, (6) 
security of outdoor events, both in land and sea, (7) estimate of visitors at selected 
locations and (8) irrigation and protection against severe weather in agriculture.  

So what does our end user look like ...?



  

activity

Scientific research

Algorithms 
(scalability/
efficiency)

Scientific validation

“phasing” + sanity check

porting

Meteorological (local) validation

END USERS

New demands

Who is our END USER?

There is NO END 
USER for the 
consortium
But there are end 
users for the 
members

Focus on 
TOOLS



  

Tools (for quality control): APMT, 
HARP, HARMONIE system tools



  

Example APMT Monthly Report 
(extract to give you an idea of the output)



  

Forecasters meeting 
Ankara 10-11/9/2014

● 20 participants, 10 countries sent a forecaster.

● The meeting conisted of a few scientific 
presentations and report from the forecasters.It 
was concluded witha discussion session.

● Many cases were reported in the presentations.

● Biggest concern: ALERTS

● Forecasters need guidance to interpret high-
resolution model output. This was a recurring 
problem during the discussions and emphasized 
by several forecasters. This is related to the 
intrinsic stochastic nature of clouds and 
microphysics processes. It was also concluded 
that the human eye is not capable of interpreting 
a weather map in a probabilistic sense; i.e. it is 
not possbile to interpret spatial vairation in 
forecast patterns as probabilities over a wider 
area.

Link:



  

Forecasters meeting Lisbon 21-
23/9/2015

● 20 participants

● Same format but we included and 
exercise on the use of probabilistic 
model output

● Conclusion: forecasters have a 
traditional top-down way of thinking, 
starting from the global model 
output.

● This thinking is based on classical 
synoptic-scale: parameters: Mslp, 
wind shear, theta_E, geopotential at 
standard level, even quasi-
geostrophic Q vector analysis, mean 
omega, laspe rates, humidity, ...



  

Global model: risk for alerts, based on 
combinations of the classical parameters

Courtesy Kornél Kolláth, OMSZ 

Once there is a 
potential risk for an 
alert situation the 
forecast looks for 
“confirmation” in 
the LAM.



  

Forecasters exercise

● The forecasters were asked 
to redo 3 forecasts from the 
RMI weather offcie where 
the deterministic model 
missed the alert.

● Forecasters only got 
probabilistic output: HM EPS 
and GLAMEPS.



  

13 Aug:Warning for thunderstorms for the late afternoon and evening. Especially the risk for large 
amounts of rain (20-30 mm) is mentioned. Orange for western part of the country.

● After a hot day (up to 34 degrees) the 
expected thunderstorm activity started 
around 6 at the western border of the 
country. The storms lined up and came 
together with intense lightning and large 
amounts of rain. Surprisingly enough most 
rain fell in the eastern part of the country 
(Bilzen 64 mm, Diest 44 mm) where (after 
the first line) some new thunderstorms 
popped up. The thunderstorms caused 
little damage but they were hyped by the 
media.

● The ALARO-4km run did expect some 
active cells (but not the large organized 
system that we observed) over Northern-
France and after midnight they would enter 
Belgium in a weakened form. This forecast 
was far from the reality. The noon-sounding 
over Trappes did look quite realistic, it is 
not very clear why the forecast failed.



  

The RMI alert: based on all models 
available including IFS



  

RMI EPS based on Harmon EPS



  

RMI-EPS 2.5-km prototype based on Harmon EPS
stamps: there is a signal.

ALARO members AROME members



  

INDRA (INtegrateD RMI Alert system)

Indra (/ ndr /), also known as Śakra in the ˈɪ ə
Vedas, is the leader of the Devas or gods and the 
lord of Svargaloka or heaven in Hinduism. He is 

the god of rain and thunderstorms.



  

The Integrated RMI Alert system (INDRA)
RMI HM EPS Threshold 10 mm

RMI HM Threshold 20 mm

GLAMEPS output (6-h accum)

RMI HM EPS (3-h accum)



  

Dilemma

● The exercise moved the forecasters far out of their 
comfort zone by not providing global model output.

● But, to my surprise, the forecasters during the 
meeting gave an orange alert! They used the fields of 
GLAMEPS as proxies for the global fields.

● It was quite impressive how they could correct for the 
lack of global data.

● But: Forecasters use the LAMs as a means to 
confirm their conclusions.



  

Conclusions
● Addressing the needs of the end users is addressed by means of tools and 

support.

● It was decided (ALADIN PAC) to focus on delivering value to our weather 
offices.

● Forecasters can not smoothen out probabilities on maps by eye balling 
(see our signal as noise).

● Last year we did the experiment to give them purely probabilistic output 
data, without global IFS or ARPEGE data! This mooved them out of their 
comfort zone.

● BUT they could give the correct alerts if if the determistic forecasts missed 
the alert.

● How do we convince forecasters that LAMs are not there to “confirm” their 
idea's?
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